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Abstract-we investigate the portfolio selection problem with interval objective function coef- 
ficients as a multiple objective problem including uncertainties. Robust efficient solutions, Pareto 
optimal for all possible perturbation of coefficients within given intervals, are secure and conservative 
solutions. Using preference cones we show that the robust efficient solutions can be identified by 
working with only a finite subset of the possible perturbations of the coefficients. @ 2003 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Portfolio selection, Mean-variance analysis, Multiple objective problem, Interval co- 
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1. PORTFOLIO SELECTION PROBLEM 
Let us give a brief description of Markowitz’s portfolio selection model [l]. Assume that there 
are n investment types, the return of the jth investment type is denoted as Rj (j = 1, , n) 
and the proportion of total investment funds devoted to it is denoted as xj, i.e., Cy=, xj = 1. In 
the real setting, since Rjs vary due to uncertainties, those are assumed to be random variables 
which can be represented by the pair of average vector y = (71, . . . , m) (~j: average rate for Rj) 
and covariance matrix {ojk} (ojk: covariance between Rj and Rk, ojk = ckj). The total return 
associated with the portfolio x = (xl,. ,x,) is given by R(x) = J$=“=, Rjxj. The average 
and variance of R(X) are given as E(R(x)) = ~~=, YjZj and V(R(x)) = CT=“=, Et=, ojkxjxk. 
Since the variance is regarded as the risk of investment, preferable investment is a solution of the 
following two objective quadratic programming problems. 
DEFINITION 1. PORTFOLIO SELECTION PROBLEM. 
maximize fm(X) = eTjXj> 
j=l 
minimize f,,(x) = f 2 ~~jkxjxk~ 
j=l k=l 
S.t. ?Xj = 1, Xj 2 O. 
j=l 
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The feasible region is denoted as F = {x 1 CT= 3 lxj = 1, zi 2 0) (constrained by (3)). 
DEFINITION 2. EFFICIENCY; EFFICIENT SOLUTION. A feasible solution x E F is called an 
efficient solution if there does not exist a feasible solution x’ # x E F such that fm(x’) 2 fm(x) 
and fv(x’) < fv( x , and fmW) # h,(x) or f&‘> # M4. ) 
The term eficiency is also known as Pareto optima&y, admissibility, or noninferiority [2]. 
The set of all efficient solutions is called the eficient set that corresponds to eficiency frontier 
in terms of the portfolio selection problem. 
Gradients of the two objective functions at a feasible solution x = (21:. . , z,) E F are as 
follows (we denote $ instead of 4(x) for abbreviation): 
Y= (Yl,...r%), 
4= (41,... , 4%) =
( 
2 (7ljZj, . . ) 2 a,jzj 
j=l j=l ) 
Given the matrix C = 
0 
s , preference cone at x E F is defined as 
WC)= 
I 
P=(Pl,...,P,) -&P&O, &P&O 
i=l i=l 1 
(4) 
(5) 
This cone means domination set on x E F. Since two objective functions fm(x), f,,(x), and fea- 
sible region F are convex, the following proposition states efficiency with the preference cone [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1. A feasible solution x E F is an efficient solution iff {x + K(C)} fl F = {x}. 
2. INTERVAL COEFFICIENT 
From a practical point of view, due to various kinds of uncertainties, it is usually difficult to 
specify the coefficients of the objective functions (1) and (2), i.e., rj and ajk. However, there are 
some cases where coefficients can be specified by possible ranges represented by intervals. For 
such problems interval linear multiple objective programming problems are investigated in recent 
literature [3-51. In this paper, considering uncertainty represented by intervals, we deal with 
mean-variance portfolio selection problem with objective function coefficients given by intervals 
as follows. 
DEFINITION 3. PORTFOLIO SELECTION PROBLEM WITH INTERVAL COEFFICIENTS. 
maximize 
j=l 
minimize fIv(x) = i $ 2 [Ejkr cjk] XjXk, 
~=l k=l 
(7) 
(8) 
S.t. 2Xj = 1, Xi _> 0. (9) 
j=l 
Real coefficients rj and ajk (ajk = (Tkj) are restricted by intervals, i.e., “rj E [IQ Tj] (j = 1, 
“.1 n) and ajk E [gjkr cjk] (j, k = 1,. . , n). Therefore, this problem can be regarded as a 
set of ordinal two objective (mean and variance) multiple objective programming problems for 
Markowitz’s model. 
Generally for such interval problems, rob& eficient solution (or necessarily eficient solution) 
is defined [3-51. 
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DEFINITION 4. ROBUST EFFICIENT SOLUTION. A feasible solution x E F is called a robust 
efficient solution if it is efficient for corresponding all coefficients yj E [my, Tjjl (j = 1, . . , n) 
aIIdOjkE [gjk,ajk] (j,k=l,...,n). 
As a practical interpretation, robust efficient solutions that are efficient for all possible pertur- 
bation of coefficients within given intervals can be regarded as secure and conservative solutions 
under uncertain circumstances. Therefore, in the real world decision making it is important to 
obtain robust efficient solutions effectively. 
Similar to the case of the previous section, we obtain robust efficiency condition by means of 
preference cone. For a feasible solution x E F, the sets of gradients r and @ (y E I?, 4 E a) 
of the two objectives (7) and (8) are defined as follows (for abbreviation, we denote Q instead 
of a(x)): 
Given the matrix set 8 = 
( > 
f for interval case, preference cone K(8) is defined as 
. 
K(0) = u K(C). 
(10) 
(12) 
CE8 
PROPOSITION 2. A feasible solution x E F is a robust efficient solution iff {x+K(B)}nF = {x}. 
Therefore, K(8) is the important factor for our interval problem. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Since each gjk is included in [c&k, Bjk], @ is a closed convex polyhedral set for a feasible 
solution x E F. Let W be a subset of Cp such that the coefficients of covariance matrix {fljk} are 
cjjk or ajk. Then the set w includes all extreme points of a., i.e., 
cf,= CO$Vi cUi>O, CCXi=l,ViEW . 
i 1 i i 1 
(13) 
Therefore, the following lemma is stated according to the fundamental property of linear pro- 
gramming problem that the optimum of a linear programming problem with a bounded feasible 
set is attained at an extreme point (e.g., [2]). 
LEMMA 3. For a vector p = (~1, . . . , pn), there exists v* E W such that 
n 
V* = arg FEY C Pi% I 
I=1 
(14) 
where arg max denotes the optimal solution for maximizing problem. 
An index vector is defined as I = (II, . , In) (Ij E {L, U}), and sgn (Ij) and S(I) are defined 
as follows: 
sgn(Ij) = 
{ 
-1, (Ij = L), 
1 
7 (Ij=u), 
(15) 
S(I) = {(Ply.. . ,Pn) I sgn(Ij) ‘Pj 2 0). (16) 
Furthermore, for an index vector I, a subset V(I) of W (V(I) 2 W c a) is defined such that 
the coefficients of covariance matrix {aij} are as follows: 
gjk, (Ij = Ik = L)~ 
ajk = 
8jk, (Ij = Ik = u). (17) 
Concerning this set V(I). we obtain the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4. For an index vector I and p E S(I), there exists v* E V(I) such that 
v* = arg man C p,v,. 
i=l 
(18) 
PROOF. Assume that there exists an optimal solution v* E W of maxVEa Cyzlpzv, and v* $ 
V(I). If there exist j and k such that Ij = Ik = L, then pj 5 0 and pk 5 0, and ajk = (rJk = 
ckj = C?kj since v* $ V(I). we have xi 2 0 since x E F, therefore, the corresponding terms 
in (18) are 
PjVT = pj (UjlXl + ‘. ’ + cjkxk + ’ ’ + UjnX,) 5 pj(UjlXl + + gjkxk + + cjnXn)v 
pku; = Pk (cklxl + ’ ’ + akjxj $ . + (Tknx,) 5 pk(OklX1 + . f gkj”cJ + f gknx,). 
This contradicts the assumption that v* is optimal. In the case where I, = Ik = U, it also leads 
to contradiction by a similar argument. 
For an index vector I, given g(1) = (gl(ll), . ,gn(In)) and gj(lj) is defined as follows: 
g j ( I j )  =  
i 
xj:j, if I3 = L’ 
Tjjl if I3 = U. 
Given an index vector I = {fl,. ,m} where 7, = U if Ij = L and fj = L if Ij = 1-7. Then we 
obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. 
Ifp E S(1) and p E K(8), then p E u K(C). (20) 
CE g(1) ( > v(i) 
PROOF. Assume that p E K(0), i.e., there exists a matrix C = 
0 
3 E 0 such that Cy., yzp, 2 0 
and cd, &(-pi) 1 0. First, by the definition of g(1) for p E S(I), 
c 9i(Ii) Pi 2 c ^lipi 2 0. 
i=l i=l 
(21) 
Next, concerning V(f), by the result of Lemma 4, for p E S(I), i.e., -p E S(I), there exists 
$* E V(I) such that +!J* = argmaqE+ C~zl(-pi)+i, it follows that 
2 Kc-Pi) 2 2 &(-Pi) 2 0. 
i=l i=l 
(22) 
Therefore, by (21) and (22) for p E S(I), there exists a matrix C” E 
( > 
$$ such that p E K(C*). 
The matrix set H is defined as follows: 
H={C~C=(;;), I = {II,. . ,In} (Ii E {L,U}) (23) 
THEOREM 6. K(8) = K(H). 
PROOF. Considering Lemma 5 for all index vector I = {II,. ,1;2} (1% E {L, U}), if p E K(8), 
then p E K(H), therefore, K(8) 5 K(H). Ob viously, the reverse inclusion relation K(e) > 
K(H) holds by the definitions of K(0) and K(H). Th ere ore, the proof is completed. f 
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4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, considering the efficiency condition in multiple objective programming, we in- 
vestigate the properties of efficiency condition of portfolio problems with interval coefficients. 
By means of the obtained Theorem 6, in order to check robust efficiency for a feasible solution, 
we only consider the matrix set H which is a finite subset of the interval matrix 0. 
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